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Abstract. The method of a speech signal segmentation developed during the
work by application of the VAD detector uses a spectrum of power of fragments (packets) of a speech signal unlike the other known examples. A discrete
Fourier transform with a small number of samples (maximum 160) is used to
calculate the spectrum. The developed method allows not only to solve the traditional problem of VAD – the data rate reduction, but also to perform the
speech signals separation and segmentation into individual fragments. Examples of such segmentation and determination of vocalized and non-vocalized areas of speech signals boundaries in the data network are given, which can be
used to build phonemic vocoders in automated speech processing and recognition systems.
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Introduction

Packet data networks have occupied and hold the leading position among telecommunication networks, in which they are facilitated by the computer networks development and the Internet. One of the main types of packet traffic is a multimedia traffic,
which has a significant place in the language signal. Various encoders [1] are used to
provide high-quality voice traffic [1, 3], which simultaneously compress signals to
reduce network congestion. An effective means of further compression ratio enhancing is the use of the most current language codecs of Voice Activity Detector (VAD)
technologies [2, 4]. Even greater increase in the compression degree is achieved by
the methods of speech fragments separation and segmentation, ie as a result of the
transition to phonemic and semi-phonemic vocoders.Typically, none of the low-speed
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voice encoder implementation can do without the use of VAD (Voice Activity Detector) technology. The process of identifying or absence of voice activity is not a new
task, different methods of its implementation have been and are still being used (eg
GSM encoders, different methods of speech recognition, etc.). A well-known problem
with VAD synthesis using voice signal encoders for VoIP networks is to correctly
identify language pauses against a background of intense acoustic noise (office, street,
car, etc.). However, the use of VAD can significantly save bandwidth [4] and therefore congestion of network channels.
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The research of existing VAD technologies capabilities

VAD provides the ability to pre-process the speech signal before it is fed to the encoder. In the first approximation, the following types of linguistic fragments can be
distinguished: vocalized, unvocalized, transitional, and pauses. When a language is
processed into the digital form, ie in the form of a sequence of numbers, each signal
type having the same duration and quality requires a different number of bits for encoding and transmission. Therefore, the transmission rate of different fragments of
speech signals may also be different. Thus, an important conclusion can be made
here: the linguistic data transmission in each direction of the duplex channel should be
considered as the transmission of asynchronous logically independent fragments of
digital sequences. These sequences (transactions) contain batch (datagram) synchronization inside a transaction filled with packets of different lengths [5].
The VAD detector must be sensitive and responsive in order to avoid the loss of
the word beginnings when switching from the pause to the active speech fragment. At
the same time the VAD detector should not be triggered by background noise [4, 7].
Generally, the VAD goal is to estimate the value of a particular input parameter
(eg, level, power, etc.) and, if it exceeds a certain threshold, then such a packet will be
transmitted. This slightly increases the delay in the speech signal processing in the
encoder, but it can be minimized by creating coders that work with packets (datagrams) of the readings.
In the encoder analysis with the fast use of the Ccode language. (Bit / s), the signal is
divided into individual fragments (usually quasi-stationary sections), duration T fragm
from 2 to 50 ms and is in the input block used with N difference, uses the usual information frame about =
Vm.k T fragm × Ccode (bits).
No matter what are the details of the implementation, the main criterion for evaluating the encoder is the high quality of speech reproduction at a low output speed of
digital Ccode output. Especially of an output with minimum requirements for the digital signal processor resources and minimal delay [6].
technology can be combined with a wide variety of language encoders.
1. There is a method of detecting voice activity based on finding the formant. Although formants carry the basic spectral information about the speech signal, in the
case of unvocalized areas their localization is unreliable and segmentation is ambiguous because it is lost in the noise [3].

2. In a number of works the spectral characteristic of noise is estimated and on the
basis of it the speech signal from a mix of a signal and noise is separated. The
GSM standard adopted a VAD circuit with frequency domain processing [8, 16]. A
block diagram of such a VAD system operation is shown in Fig. 1. The essence of
its work is based on differences of speech and noise spectral characteristics.
Background noise is considered to be stationary over a relatively long period of
time, and its spectrum is slow to change over time. Therefore, VAD estimates the
spectral deviations of the input sequence from the background noise spectrum. This
operation is performed by an inverse filter whose coefficients change according to
the input action. In the presence of a speech signal and noise input, an inverse filter
suppresses the noise components and, in general, reduces its intensity. The energy
of the signal + noise sum at the output of the inverse filter is compared with the
threshold, which is variable and is estimated during the periods of action at the
input of the noise itself. This threshold is higher than the noise signal energy level.
Exceeding this level is a determining criterion for the presence of voice activity
input. Because these parameters (coefficients and thresholds) are used by the VAD
detector to detect the language, it is not for the VAD to decide at this stage of the
analysis, as the threshold may vary [18].
This decision is made by a secondary VAD based on a comparison of the envelope
spectra in successive periods of time. If they are similar or close for a relatively long
time, then it is assumed that noise is applied at the detector input, then the filter coefficients and the noise threshold can be varied, ie adapted to the current level and spectral characteristics of the input noise [9, 17].
Solution
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Fig. 1. VAD structural diagram on spectral characteristics of noise

A clear disadvantage of this scheme VAD is the "relatively long period of time" for
which voice activity is decided [10, 12]. In addition, if the noise is non-stationary it is
almost impossible to segment the speech signal with such a scheme.
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The algorithm of speech signal segmentation is offered

The main idea behind the proposed VAD-based speech signal segmentation algorithm is the linear processing of the speech fragments and the rejection of fragments
where there is no voice activity (ie useful information).
The input parameters for the algorithm are the minimum length of language data Mframe considered useful (number of packets and their duration), maximum pause
time in the composition or word Eframelength, ie "error" VAD (obviously, this error
can take zero if the VAD system responds to the lowest possible signal values).
The program code for the language segmentation algorithm using VAD is as follows.
Mframelength = 5...X;
Eframelength = 0...Y;
L = 0; - counter
ArrayList s;
ArrayList f;
int begin = 0;
int a = 0;
while (L < Plength)
if (p[L] = true)
– voice activity indication
begin = L;
a++;
else
if (a > Mframelength )
s.Add( begin );
f.Add( L – 1 );
L++;
L = 0;
if (Eframelength > 0)
while ( L < s length – 1 )
if ( s[L+1] < e[L] )
s.RemoveAt([L+1]);
f.RemoveAt([L]);
L++;
return s,f;
After the selection, the language fragments are detailed and processed according to
conventional coding algorithms (according to ITU-T Recommendation).
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Methods of experimental research

The proposed VAD is based on a discrete Fourier transform (DFT):
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Depending on the selected packet length, we choose the number of spectral components (from 1.2 to N / 2 , where 𝑁𝑁 is the packet length).
The band in the frequency spectrum ( ∆S that is [0-1] by default, determined relative to the number of harmonics) is selected as the main parameter of the VAD block.
To study the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a simulation of its operation
using real language signals was conducted. The scheme of the study is shown in Fig.
2.
Language Data

Packeting

VAD
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Fig. 2. Scheme of language segmentation algorithms research

The scheme includes:
• "Voice Data" supports the download of an arbitrary speech signal file in Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM) format. At the output of this block we get an array of
speech signal samples with representation in integer or floating point format (selected from the criteria of data representation accuracy), the number of which is determined by the sampling frequency of the input signal and the packet length: Sk , k
= 0..n – output signal.
• The Packetization block splits the language data into fragments. Usually the length
of these fragments corresponds to the stationary period of the speech signal. Using
the data [13, 14] we assume that this value is no more than 20 ms (this parameter 𝑃𝑃
is specified in the counts and can take values from 1 to the total number of input
counts 𝑛𝑛).
The packeting algorithm is described as follows:
Spi,j = Sk , і = 0..Р, j = 0..k/P – the counting value (i) in a given packet (j).
After a cyclic change of i and j within the input data duration, we receive a generated packets stream of a given duration (at a sampling rate of 8000 Hz and a packet
duration of 20 ms we have 160 samples in the packet).

• the Voice Activity Detection Unit may use an arbitrary algorithm. The VAD level
and DFT based VAD were used in the simulation process [15].
The VAD system replaces the packets with "zero" by the signal level (ie, all samples at the block output are equal to 0), if 80% of the packet samples are less than the
specified threshold. The selected threshold (delta) is a given value of quantization
levels (steps). This value can be changed from 0 to 127 quantization levels with a
maximum value of signal amplitude 255 (for eight-bit quantization)
Signal level VAD algorithm:

L = 0 – % less than the delta threshold counter countdown
for (i,j)
і = 0..Р, j = 0..k/P;
if(abs(SРi,j)<delta)
L++;.
if ( L > 0.8P )
Sj = 0;
That is, if the selected criterion of "informativeness" is not fulfilled, then the package
must be zeroed.
When using a VAD system based on DFT, the DFT samples of the speech fragment are calculated:
SPj[]– spectrum amplitude package, where j=0..n;
Sj[]– packet-matching in the language input stream.
One step of the algorithm is as follows:
for(j) – for all packages j=0..n:
if (max (SPj ) ∈ ∆S)) Sj[]=0;
that is, if the selected criterion of “informativeness” is not fulfilled (the maximum of
the amplitude spectrum is in a given band), then the packet is nullified, ie it is concluded that the packet does not carry any useful language load. It is advisable to
choose the band ∆S in the range from 0 to 100 Hz, since the frequency of the pitch of
the speech signal is always above 200 Hz [1, 20-21].
The "Segmentation" block performs the operation of combining packets with prescreening of areas where there is no linguistic activity, according to the above algorithm for segmentation of language using VAD.
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Results of experimental studies

Two signals of up to 2 seconds in length were selected to study the segmentation
method, which correspond to the language fragments (file 1 and file 2). Segmentation
was performed using VAD by level with a threshold value of 0.0625 (relative to 1)
and 0.125 within the limits shown in Fig. 3 and 4 (file 1). The segmentation of the
speech signal using VAD based on DFT (file 1) is shown in Fig. 5. The speech signal
segmentation using VAD based on DFT (file 1) is shown in Fig. 5.
File 1 from the 1.25-second language stream (10,000 samples) was selected for
processing. The 5760 samples fragment (from 2240th to 8000th count) was highlighted as a result of the VAD level application with a threshold value of 0.0625. The bypass of the input language signal and highlighted fragment are represented in Fig. 3.
The research result is highlighted with the blue lines, which practically corresponds to
the relevant linguistic information.

Fig. 3. Language data segmentation (file 1), VAD level 0,0625.

To study the language segmentation operation algorithm with VAD by signal level,
a gradual increase in the threshold value was performed. As a result, upon reaching
the threshold value of 0.125, two segments of 1600 and 1220 counts were obtained,
respectively. The selected fragments correspond to the loud sounds "a", and at the
beginning of the second fragment there is a deaf sound "b. The results are presented in
Fig. 4, where the vertical lines indicate two sections: the first (a) is in the range from
the 4000th to the 5600th reference, the second (b) displays from the 6560th to the
7840th reference.

Fig. 4. Language data segmentation (file 1), VAD level 0.125

Applying DFT-based VAD segmentation method to file 1, three segments were obtained (Fig. 5). For greater clarity, they are presented separately: the first fragment in
the range from 2560 to 3360 (Fig.6a), the next fragment in the range 3680 ‒ 6080
(Fig.6b), and the last frame from 6400 to 8160 reference (Fig.6c). Thus, the use of
VAD on the basis of DFT allowed to distinguish a fragment with linguistic activity,
which at VAD level was missed.

Fig. 5. Language data segmentation - VAD (file 1), based on DFP

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 6. Segmented data - file 1 (the scale on the abscissa axis in the figures is different). VAD
based on DFT.

In the same way, the segmentation of the linguistic data presented in file 2 was carried out. As a result of the use of VAD on the basis of DFT, 5 linguistic fragments
were isolated (Fig. 7 a-e).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
Fig. 7. Segmented data - file 2 (the scale on the abscissa axis in Fig.6.a-e is different). Used
VAD based on DFT
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Conclusion

The analysis of the research results showed that the developed segmentation algorithm using VAD with DFT gives almost error-free division of the speech flow into
words, and even into syllables and letters depending on the speaker’s intonation.
Moreover, depending on the intonation of the speaker - even into syllables and letters.
Also, raising the VAD threshold to the level provides a virtually error-free selection
of vocalized language fragments. The main drawback of the VAD algorithm based on

DFT is the lack of sensitivity when using signals in the [300..3400] Hz range, as a
result of which segmentation into letters is rarely achieved, unlike signals in the
[0..3400] Hz range. However, the proposed VAD technique can be effectively used in
language recognition, since the first DFT harmonics provide additional information
about formats, which can be used to detail individual letters or syllables.
Comparative analysis of test signals using objective quality assessment (PESQ)
shows that the intelligibility of the speech signal remains practically at the same level
(3.7-4.5). A score of 3.7 corresponds to the fragments of the language where the lowpower packets were zeroed.
With respect to the gain in compression and subsequent transmission of the variable speed encoded signals using VAD, a gain of 1.5-2 times (34 / 75 frames and 73 /
150) can be obtained if the transmission of empty packets is stopped or transmitted a
special short code sequence.
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